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Who searches for archival materials online, and what are their purposes, behaviors, expectations, and needs? This is crucial for the development of any discovery system, but surprisingly little research has been done on users of archival finding aid aggregators. This presentation focuses on a survey of users hosted by twelve state and regional archival finding aid aggregators from across the U.S. It describes several initial key findings, including the demographics, types of projects, and search behaviors of the survey respondents. The presentation provides both descriptive statistics and an overview of how different demographic features, such as education, occupation, and gender, impact searches for archival materials. These findings will serve as a cornerstone of the Building a National Finding Aid Network (NAFAN) project, a two-year, IMLS-funded research and demonstration project that seeks to lay the foundation for a national finding aid network that serves as the central point of search for archival finding aids across all collections (LG-246349-OLS-20). With a purposive, convenience sample of more than 2,500 unique users responding, the survey is the first of its kind to describe the users of archival aggregation from a broad section of the U.S. population and what drives them towards archival aggregators online for their research projects.
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